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Converging imaging data
with medical knowledge
BY J E F F VA C H O N

atients are undergoing more medical imaging studies than ever
before, which has resulted in a significant increase in the cost of
healthcare delivery. This trend will likely
continue as technological advances shorten scan times, reduce modality prices and
cut radiation doses.
Added pressures will likely emerge from
new, evidence-based guidelines that prescribe imaging for specific indications and
follow-up examinations at set intervals.
To manage the growing demand, imaging departments will need to drive efficiencies and improvements in patient
workflow and procedures.
Accomplishing this requires access to
multi-disciplinary patient data from across
all corners of the healthcare organization.
Unfortunately, 80 percent of this data
is unstructured and the rest is often
locked in information silos with proprietary data schemas and varying degrees of
interoperability.
As a result, manual cross-referencing of
requisitions and radiology reports is typically required to ensure appropriate indications are followed and that appropriate
follow-up recommendations are communicated, scheduled, and performed. Manually extracting the data is, however, a
highly labour-intensive and costly process.
If you could converge your imaging
data with the information extracted from
narrative text, reports, and clinical notes,
you would be able to automate many of
these processes. You could also provide
clinicians and managers with a new level
of clinical intelligence.
Medical imaging data combined with
clinical knowledge goes beyond traditional operational and performance analysis
to enable deeper insights and understand-
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The convergence of clinical and business
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data provides a new level of ‘big picture’
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financial performance by:
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ment and practice guidelines such as
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